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Flavelle Oceanfront Development's Official Community Plan Amendment

u ^ec '	Application				

Purpose / Introduction

This report summarizes the input received from the Open House held on January 7, 2016 and

discusses the next steps in the Official Community Plan Amendment application review process.

It also recommends the affected organizations that are to be formally notified of the application

by the City, as required by Section 475 of the Local Government Act

Recommended Resolutions

THAT the report dated February 25, 2016 from the Development Services Department -

Planning Division regarding Flavelle Oceanfront Development's Official Community Plan

Amendment application be received;

AND THAT, per Section 475 of the Local Government Act, the City formally notify the

following organizations in writing of the application: the BC Ministry of Environment;

Fisheries and Oceans Canada; the Greater Vancouver Regional District (Metro

Vancouver); School District 43; Port Metro Vancouver; TransLink; the municipalities

adjacent to the area covered by the plan, being: the City of Burnaby, the City of

Coquitlam, the Village of Anmore, and the Village of Belcarra; and, affected First Nations,

being: Musqueam Nation, Kwikwetlem First Nation, Sto:lo Nation, Sto:lo Tribal Council,

Skawahlook First Nation, Soowahlie First Nation, Seabird Island Band, Shxw'owhamel

First Nation, Lyackson First Nation, Penelakut Tribe, Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group,

Stz'uminus First Nation, Cowichan Tribes, Halalt First Nation, Lake Cowichan First

Nation, Squamish Nation, and Tsleil-Waututh Nation.

Executive Summary

Flavelle Oceanfront Development conducted extensive pre-application public consultation on its

proposed amendment to the Official Community Plan (OCP) for the Mill & Timber site located at

2515 Columbia Street, the results of which were provided in a report to the City and also

summarized at the City's Open House held on January 7, 2016. The application proposes to

amend the land use designation on the site from General Industrial to Oceanfront District, a

mixed urban use designation, which requires the approval of both Council and the Metro

Vancouver Board. If approved, applications can then be made by the property owner for
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rezoning and Development Permit, which will require further public consultation and technical

analysis. If the OCP amendment is not approved, the site will remain in industrial use, which

might include port-related activities should Flavelle opt to shut down the existing mill.

Among the topics raised by the public at the Open House were geotechnical conditions on the

site, traffic impacts and solutions, environmental protection and enhancement, the proposed

amount and location of greenspace and parks, the proposed land uses, densities, and building

forms (including heights), housing types, and projected employment and population. All these

topics are being addressed by the applicant through a series of supporting studies being

undertaken by its consultants, the results of which will be provided to the City for review upon

completion.

Per Section 475 of the Local Government Act, staff are recommending a number of

organizations and agencies be formally notified of this OCP amendment application.

Background

OCP Amendment Application

Flavelle Oceanfront Development (Flavelle) is the real estate asset division of Mill & Timber

Ltd., which is the owner of the 13.6ha (34ac) site at 2515 Columbia Street (the Site) (see

Attachment 1). Flavelle applied to the City in June 2015 to amend the OCP land use

designation for the site from General Industrial to Oceanfront District.

The Site is currently zoned M3 General Industrial and is designated in the OCP as General

Industrial, but with an overlay that also designates it as a Special Study Area (see

Attachment 2). It is also designated as Industrial and as a Regional Special Study Area in

Metro Vancouver's Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) (see Attachment 3). The intent of the

Special Study Area designation in both the OCP and RGS is to indicate that consideration may

be given to allowing the site to be redesignated from industrial to other uses in the future,

provided that a planning case can be made for redesignation.

The City's OCP contains a number of policies with respect to the future of the Site, which is

identified in the OCP as the Oceanfront District Evergreen Line Sub-Area, if it is'redesignated

from industrial to other uses (p. 89). The primary objective for the Oceanfront District

designation is to build a connection between the ocean and the historic Moody Centre area by

introducing a residential presence along the water. The district is envisioned as a vibrant

medium-high density, mixed-use area where the water's edge is integral to the experience.

The OCP requires that a local area or development plan be prepared as part of any

redevelopment proposal and that this plan address a number of objectives, including: the

reservation of views, access to the waterfront, linkages across the CP Railway tracks,

integration of the Site's history and significant artifacts, and mitigation of any environmental

concerns.
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The OCR vision for the area contains a number of both broad and specific points. From a broad

land use perspective, the key points are:

11 Encouraging uses that create greater public activity, such as retail/commercial,

residential, entertainment, open space and an institutional/research facility;

¦	Siting residential uses to minimize the conflict with adjacent industrial uses;

B Creating intensive employment-generating activities;

¦	Applying transit-oriented development principles;

¦	Provision of public open space and facilities; and

¦	Creating vehicle, pedestrian, and cycling linkages, including to the existing shoreline trail

in Rocky Point Park.

The Site can only be redesignated by the City from General Industrial to other uses if it is first

removed from its industrial designation in Metro Vancouver's RGS. This requires that Council

refer the OCP amendment application to the Board of Metro Vancouver after the OCP bylaw

amendment has been given third reading by Council. When it comes to a decision, a simple

majority vote (50% +1) of the Board is required to amend the RGS for this type of application. If

the Board approves the amendment to the RGS, Council can then consider final reading of the

OCP amendment bylaw, which would put the new designation in place in the OCP.

If the Board does not approve the proposed amendment, the Site will remain in its current

designation, which permits a wide range of industrial uses, including port-related.

This OCP amendment, if approved, will not allow Flavelle Oceanfront Development to start any

redevelopment on the Site for non-industrial uses. Once the OCP amendment is in place, a

rezoning application will then have to be made to the City by Flavelle, which will delve into much

more detail on the uses, densities, building forms and other elements of the proposed

development on a parcel-specific basis. A Development Permit and comprehensive

development agreement between the City and Flavelle will also be needed that sets out the

terms and conditions of development, including, for example, the type and timing of public

amenities that will be provided, environmental protection and enhancements, site servicing

requirements, transportation improvements, etc. The rezoning process will also include further

public consultation and the final decision on rezoning approval, and the terms and conditions of

redevelopment, rests with Council.

Public Consultation by Applicant

Flavelle undertook extensive pre-application public engagement on its own in 2015. This

included an Open House, soliciting comments via its website, door-to-door canvassing,

information kiosks at community events, site tours, and meetings with a variety of community

groups. The results of this process were submitted to the City in a Public Engagement

Summary Report dated October 7, 2015 that was circulated to all members of Council. The

results were also presented in summary form at the City's Open House.
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Open House

The City held an Open House on January 7, 2016 from 6:00-9:00pm in the Galleria of City Hall

to introduce Flavelle's OCR amendment application and seek public input. The materials

presented included the history of the Site and its current status, the rationale for seeking

alternative land uses, the key themes arising from Flavelle's pre-application engagement, the

preliminary vision for the Site, a preliminary land use concept plan (see Attachment 4), and the

anticipated next steps in the process. A number of City staff and members of the applicant

team were in attendance to answer questions. Over 200 people attended the Open House,

including some Council members.

A comment form was available for people to complete at the Open House or to take away and

complete later. This same comment form and the material presented at the Open House were

also available on the City's website for those unable to attend the Open House. The three

questions asked on the comment form were:

1.	Do you have any comments on the results of the applicant's public consultation to date?

2.	Do you have any comments on the applicant's preliminary vision and land use plan for

the site?

3.	Do you have any other comments on the application?

There were 26 comment forms completed and submitted to the City at the Open House and

online. The key themes arising in the comments and how they are being addressed by City

staff and the applicant are discussed below.

Discussion

The comments received from the public consultation to date are positive, with no criticism of the

process. As elaborated upon below, there will be additional opportunities for public input later in

the planning process for the Site, with more details of the proposed site development being

made available over time

Staff's comments on Flavelle's preliminary vision and land use plan are summarized in the

following paragraphs by topic area.

Geotechnical

Questions were raised about the amount and type of development that might be supported

given the existing soil conditions, including the risk of liquefaction in the event of a strong

earthquake. The issue of climate change and rising sea levels and how this will affect the

development on the Site was also noted.

A detailed geotechnical analysis is being undertaken by the applicant to determine soil

conditions and the construction methods that will be required to support various types of

buildings, as well as roads and other infrastructure. This work includes addressing the issues of

liquefaction and flood levels. This work will be completed in sufficient detail to give the City
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assurance that the plan proposed by the applicant is viable from a geotechnical perspective. As

is the case with all large multi-phase developments, additional geotechnical studies will likely

need to be completed for each phase as development proceeds as a condition of development

approval and building permitting.

Traffic

There were many questions from the public about the anticipated traffic impacts of

redevelopment of the Site, and how it will be addressed given already congested conditions at

peak times, not only in the immediate vicinity, but in the City's broader traffic network as well.

Both the City and Flavelle recognize that traffic impact is one of the most critical issues that

must be addressed as part of any change or intensification of land use on the Site. The

applicant has retained traffic consultants that are examining the issue in detail, including current

traffic volumes around the Site, projected future traffic volumes without the project, how the

proposed project would add to future volumes, and potential solutions. It is acknowledged that

any transportation solution will likely require an additional north-south road crossing of the CP

Railway and Evergreen-Line. Several options are being explored by the traffic consultants

around where that crossing might be located and the impacts on both Moody Centre and the

site. The selected crossing option will influence the amount and type of development that can

be accommodated on the Site. More development means more traffic, which in turn increases

the size of the crossing and its capital cost, which must be borne by the applicant.

As well as examining vehicle traffic, the consultants are also addressing pedestrian and cycling

connections and how they can be enhanced both north-south and east-west to better connect

the site into the community. Parking impacts are also being examined by the consultants.

Environmental

Questions were raised by the public about the specifics of the environmental protection and

enhancement measures proposed by the applicant as part of the project. This included the

observation that the entire shoreline of the site should be considered environmentally sensitive

and treated accordingly in terms of any adjacent development. There were also questions

about the rationale for the proposed small artificial island at the east end of the site adjacent to

Rocky Point Park and where the soil used in its construction would be sourced.

The applicant has had their environmental consultants complete a shoreline biophysical report,

which describes current conditions along the entire shoreline around the Site. Staff have asked

the applicant to prepare a set of environmental principles and objectives for the proposed

development and to explain how they will be applied taking into consideration the environmental

policies contained in the OCP for both the Oceanfront District and the City overall. The OCP

amendment will include the environmental policies and objectives for the Site, including

examples of how they will be applied. Further detail will be required as part of the rezoning

process once more details of building layout and form are known, and will also ultimately be part

of the comprehensive development agreement between the City and Flavelle that will be

completed prior to any rezoning approval.
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Greenspace / Parks

There were a number of comments made about the amount and type of greenspace being

provided on the Site, with a desire by some to see more greenspace and parks proposed.

Flavelle is continuing to work on plans for the amount, type, and location of greenspace,

including parks, on the Site. Staff note that while there is a desire by some to have a substantial

provision of greenspace, there are limits to what the City can legally require under the Local

Government Act as part of a development in terms of park dedication. In this case, staff believe

that the applicant is prepared to provide additional park area above the standard requirement

set out in the Act (i.e. 5%), but that will need to be negotiated and will depend on the amount

and type of development permitted on the remainder of the site. The City also has the ability to

negotiate with Flavelle the co-funding of additional park land or greenspace beyond that as well.

Land Uses. Densities and Forms of Development

Since only a preliminary site concept plan was presented at the Open House, there were a

number of questions and comments about the proposed land uses, densities and forms of

development being proposed by Flavelle. This included concerns by some about permitting

towers on the site for environmental, geotechnical, viewscape and other reasons and the

suggestion that only low-rise building forms should be permitted.

There were also many questions and comments about the type of housing that is proposed for

the site (e.g. market versus non-market, rental, mix of housing types and building forms).

There were also comments about the type of retail and other commercial uses that should be

considered for the site, including several noting the need for significant employment-generating

uses.

Flavelle has retained the services of residential market consultants to help better understand the

forms and mix of housing that may be marketable on the site (e.g. townhouse, low-rise

apartment, high-rise apartment) and the market demand for both owner-occupied and rental

units. Flavelle has not yet submitted a proposal to the City on the amount, type, or form of

housing. This will be partially determined by the findings of the traffic analysis as noted above,

as well as the site servicing requirements (which is the subject of another study that is under

way by the applicant's consultants) and an urban design analysis by Flavelle's architects and

site planners.

The applicant also has consultants examining the amount, type, and mix of retail, office, and

light industrial space that might be appropriate for the site from a market perspective given its

location and other factors. With respect to retail, Planning staff are working with the applicant to

determine the amount and type that is appropriate from a community planning perspective in

addition to considering the market perspective. It is acknowledged that there is the need to

provide some retail on the site to better serve the day-to-day convenience shopping needs of

the residents living on the Site, plus additional retail that will meet the needs of current Moody

Centre residents, as well as attract, within reason, visitors to the Site (e.g. food and beverage,
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art studios, small shops). At the same time, Planning staff wish to ensure that existing

businesses in Moody Centre, and the rest of the City more broadly, benefit from the proposed

development and that a share of the spending by residents ultimately living on the Site is made

elsewhere in the community. Staff also wish to ensure that any retail uses are not placed on the

Site that Would draw large volumes of traffic simply for shopping purposes that may better

accommodated elsewhere in Moody Centre (e.g. a full-sized grocery store).

Population

The issue of the impact on schools from the additional population was raised. Other comments

were made that, while not directly asking how many people are projected to live on the site,

indicate that there are concerns about the possible negative impact of the development on the

City overall that are population-related (e.g. municipal finances, traffic).

Flavelle has retained a demographic consultant to estimate the number of people who will live

on the Site and their demographic characteristics (e.g. age profile, average number of persons

per household, etc.). This analysis will be completed by the consultant once the number and

type of housing units has been determined by Flavelle.

With respect to municipal finances, staff intend to undertake an analysis internally to estimate

the impact of the development on short- and long-term City finances taking into consideration

both revenues (primarily property taxes) and costs.

Employment

Comments were made by the public about the need to ensure that employment-generating uses

are part of the plan.

The same consultant that Flavelle has retained to do the demographic analysis will also be

estimating the number of jobs that will be supported on the Site once details are known about

the amount and type of retail, office, and light industrial space proposed by Flavelle.

Other Comments on the Application

The comments received from the public under this heading largely reflected the topics already

covered above, with the added note that some people appear very keen to see redevelopment

on the Site, while others have many questions that they want to see addressed, including

considerably more plan details, before they can form an opinion on whether or not they believe

Council should support the plan.

Other Options
THAT Council refer the report back to staff for further information prior to consideration of

consultation per Section 475 of the Local Government Act.
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Financial Implications

The recommended consultation set out below can be managed within the Planning Division's

Operating Budget.

Communications / Civic Engagement

Per Section 475 (formerly Section 879) of the Local Government Act, a local government must

consider whether a proposed OCP amendment requires opportunities for early and ongoing

consultation with organizations and the general public in addition to the public hearing required

under Section 477 of the Act.

Given the size of the subject property and the significant implications of a change in land use

from industrial to a mixed-use development, it is appropriate that the OCP amendment

application be subject to early and ongoing public consultation and that the City formally notify

the following organizations and agencies in writing of the application: the BC Ministry of

Environment; Fisheries and Oceans Canada; the Greater Vancouver Regional District (Metro

Vancouver); School District 43; Port Metro Vancouver; TransLink; the municipalities adjacent to

the area covered by the plan, being: the City of Burnaby, the City of Coquitlam, the Village of

Anmore, and the Village of Belcarra; and, First Nations, being: Musqueam Nation, Kwikwetlem

First Nation, Sto:lo Nation, Sto:lo Tribal Council, Skawahlook First Nation, Soowahlie First

Nation, Seabird Island Band, Shxw'owhamel First Nation, Lyackson First Nation, Penelakut

Tribe, Hul'qumi'num Treaty Group, Stz'uminus First Nation, Cowichan Tribes, Halalt First

Nation, Lake Cowichan First Nation, Squamish Nation, and Tsleil-Waututh Nation.

At this point in the process, the primary purpose of the notification is to make the organizations

aware that the City has received the OCP amendment application and to invite any initial

comments, while recognizing that few details are currently known about the proposed plan.

These same organizations will be notified again a minimum of 30 days before the Public

Hearing and provided with a copy of the OCP amendment bylaw, at which point more

comments are anticipated to be received back.

Staff also anticipate that there will be ongoing consultation with some of the organizations listed

above as the plan is developed in the coming months, such as the environmental agencies,

Metro Vancouver, and the School District.

In addition to the City's Open House in January, staff propose that the public have an

opportunity to comment on the OCP amendment application when Flavelle Oceanfront

Development's plans are further advanced to the point where staff believe they should be

presented to the Land Use Committee. As well as making the report to the Land Use

Committee publicly available in advance of the meeting, as is the typical process, staff believe

there should be boards on display at City Hall for several hours before the Land Use Committee

meeting highlighting the key elements of the proposed plan, with staff and members of

Flavelle's team in attendance to answer questions. This would be followed by a presentation of
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the plan at the Land Use Committee meeting and the opportunity for the public in attendance to

provide input directly to the Committee.

At that time, Council may consider an OCR amendment bylaw for consideration of first and

second reading and referral to a formal Public Hearing, as is the typical process for OCP

amendment applications, which would be the final opportunity for the public to provide input on

the proposed land use plan. Alternatively, depending on the recommendation(s) of the Land

Use Committee and the resolution of Council with respect to the application, further public

consultation may be appropriate prior to bringing forward an OCP amendment bylaw.

As noted above, if the OCP amendment is ultimately approved by Metro Vancouver and

adopted by Council, there will be further public consultation opportunities as part of the rezoning

process for the Site once an application is filed by the property owner. There will be much more

detailed plans and information available on the proposed development at that time.

Council Strategic Plan Objectives
This planning process aligns with Council's objective of proactive regional, city, and

neighbourhood planning for the short- and long-term that engages neighbourhoods to create a

liveable, vibrant, sustainable, orderly, and coordinated community.

Attachments:

1.	Location of Subject Property.

2.	Port Moody Official Community Plan Designation for Subject Property.

3.	Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy Designation for Subject Property.

4.	Preliminary Land Use Concept Plan for Subject Property.
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Prepared by: Reviewed by:

Mary De Paoli, MCIP, RPP

Manager of Planning

Department Head (initials):

James Stiver, MCIP, RPP

Reviewed for Form and Content / Approved for Submission to Council:

City Manager's Comment/Concurrence

\ ) City Manager

Corporate Review Initials

Corporate Communications '

Engineering and Parks Services (Engineering, Parks, Operations)

For Committee of the Whole Reports. To be completed by Legislative Services.
Refer to Regular	ÿ Refer to Regular	ÿ Direct staff to	ÿ Receive for

Council as recommended. Council with amendments prepare new report for information.

as discussed.	Committee of the Whole.
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